


La Compañía Sienta la Cabeza 

The  Catalan group from Barcelona with 
two hairdressers and a DJ take an ex-
centric and colourful beauty salon ons-
tage, where creation and fantasy have 
no limit.
The show combines hairdressing and art 
and invites the audience to participate in 
a daring transformation, bringing to life 
incredible characters, whilst the energy 
of the music infuses the atmosphere and 
creates an exotic soundtrack, adding di-
mensión and color to the creation of the 
hairstyles.



The recycling
 
The recycling and transformation of quo-
tidian things into a unique objects gives 
the final touch to the stunning heads-
culptures, created live on the more da-
ring members of the public. 
Together with the music, the hairstyles 
recreate a universe full of fantasy where 
the wildest dream are posible. And each 
event or festival can afford to have these 
thematics head pieces decoration ac-
cording to their needs.
The complicity with the public in trans-
gressing social or personal aesthetic ru-
les finds an outlet in Sienta la Cabeza, 
a space where limits can be explored . 
The Street , the festive atmosphere and 
music   help to facilitate this openness 
to risk.

 



The success of this innovative proposal 
in the área of street theatre has led the 
company on tour  year after year , taking 
part in importante steet theatre, dance 
and music festivals, as well as various 
inaugurations and events in Spain and 
numerous cities in Europe, South and 
North America, Russia, Emirates, Asia, 
Canada and Australia.



Fixa Artística
Artistic hairdressers: 
Fafá Franco, Tatiana da Silveira y Sonia 
Lahoz

Dj: 
Nick Prescott  

Headdress Design: 
Fafá Franco, Cécile Ribas y Mª Fernada
del Pino

Design & Production of Decorative Pieces: 
Mª Fernanda del Pino Diseño 

Costume Design: 
Cécile Ribas y Valeria Civil 

Costume production: 
Goretti Sastreria Teatral y Valeria Civil 

Stage equipment: 
Épica 

Graphic and Web Design: 
Yael Olave, Marco Rubiol y Daniel Rojas 

Photography: 
Bill Muir, Pep Mayugo, Renata Faccenda,
Henry Krull, PetaZeta Photo, Elena Kuroda,
Nuria Estremera, Beatriz Moya y Edi Barcelo

Video: 
Jordi Teixidó / Animamater 
 
Production: 
Sienta la Cabeza
                    



¡An artistc hairdressing show show 
with a musical groove!

Follow us

Fafá Franco
M +34 610 003 801
info@sientalacabeza.com
www.sientalacabeza.com

S IENTA 
LA CABEZA


